Installing the Rubber Roof

a) Lay sheet on roof ensuring overhang is equal on all edges & relax rubber for 20 min’s
b) Roll or fold the membrane back half way
c) Apply adhesive to the roof deck a small area at a time
d) Wet lay the sheet in to the adhesive working back down the roof
e) Brush out any creases or air bubbles with a soft broom

NOTES: If the pitch of the roof causes the membrane to slide out of position during installation use gaffa tape to secure.
To avoid the adhesive drying out prematurely apply in stages rolling the membrane back towards the edge of the roof.

Installing Optional Edge Trims

Fold Corner  Existing Batten  Optional Metal Edge Trim

The sheet will require securing around the edge of the roof using the manufacturers barge boards and then timber batten or optional metal edge trim